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Abstract: The complete study of Gravitation is unknown in existing studies. It is a dual counterpart of orbitation 

in existence. When Gravitation emerges, it is like a thread and grows into a rope heading towards the surface 

of space-time. The orbitation part helps for the shape of the evolving particle to contain the amount of sp-ti 0s 

required for its mass (that constitute the body) as well as the moving path for the particle to move around the 

deepest point of Sp-ti 0. This is the basic of orbitation even at the surface of space-time, for one object to revolve 

around the other. Thus, Gravitation-Orbitation has a tie up from depth to surface of existence. Quantum gravity 

is nothing but the Sp-ti 0 axis that runs towards the center point, about to be revolved whereas quantum orbit 

runs in the middle of a wave path of a particle motion around this center (Sp-ti 0). In this paper, we will discuss 

with clear diagrams of how this fourth dimensional duality holds the existence with its web network (cross lines 

with Sp-ti 0 intermediates). It serves the path for creation, preservation and destruction laws of nature 

governing the objects. 

Key points: 

▪ (i) Gravitation-Orbitation is a non-physical dual aspect that uses the loop holes of space-time and has 

unique features independent of objects. Motion of objects in this configuration is just a part indication to 

experience space-time which is also allowed by space-time only. To think mass and energy of objects to 

affect this setup like curvature or bending caused by object density, is an obstacle to visualize ultimate 

reality.  

▪ (ii) Gravitation-Orbitation never enters into black holes. In fact, it is said to be terminating at the edges of 

open surface black holes and emerging from the edge of closed quantum black holes.  

▪ (iii) Gravitation is just a path at any point of space-time and forces of creation, sustainment and destruction 

are applied through this duality of cross line configuration.  

▪ (iv) Gravitation-orbitation, multi-dimensionally perpendicular to each other like a web network with Sp-ti 

0s as meeting points. Sp-ti 0 axis is common between the Sp-ti grid and this web network with a small 

difference resulting in two kinds of geometry, to be discussed. 

Keywords: Gravitational pull, Gravitational force (Newton), Space-time fabric (Einstein), Gravitational 

stoppers, microscopic depth, Telescopic depth, black holes, dark matter, liquid dark ocean, Dimensional 

ribbons, Sp-ti tolerance, heavy objects, Singularity, Neutron star, Gravitational rope, Fundamental fields, Sp-

ti bubble. 

We have already discussed the major studies in our previous journals; this paper contains the finishing points 

of the theory of Singularity, which is mainly about deepest point of Gravitation, an ultimate nature (path). 
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[The content of this journal is a self-discovery] 

 

2. HIGHER LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING ABOUT GRAVITATION 

 

[The content of this journal is a self-discovery] 
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3. GENERAL NOTES ON GRAVITATION AND PREVIOUS REFERENCES 
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4. INTERPRETATION AS CURVATURE OF SPACE-TIME, IS NOT REQUIRED 
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5. NEW REPRESENTATION IN TERMS OF SP-TI TOLERANCE 
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6. PHYSICS OF GRAVITATION AT THE SURFACE LEVEL OF SPACE-TIME  
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7. DIMENSIONAL RIBBONS OF SP-TI 
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8. GRAVITATION-ORBITATION NETWORK AND SP-TI GRID 
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9. INTERPRETATION OF MASS-ENERGY EQUIVALENCE IN SINGULARITY 
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[The content of this journal is a self-discovery] 

 

10. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Points to remember 

▪ Sp-ti 0 axis is common to Gravitation-Orbitation web and Sp-ti grid with difference of two 

kinds of basic geometries such as ‘Circle’ and ‘Square’. 

▪ Ideally gravitation is a path that straight away leads to the quantum black holes, beyond which 

there is an impeller force in action governing the space-time medium. 

▪ The term non-physical aspect does not help for any experimentation ideas, means it cannot be 

governed as per human willingness but have to be undergone by the way it is. 

▪ Gravitation is also a life path of truth that takes oneself to the destination. 

▪ Gravitational stoppers not only prevent the raw nature to reach the objects but also holds the 

sp-ti picture frame of life, without waves. If there is no Gravitation then we see the appearances 

like trying to see the bed bottom of a water pool whose picture is interrupted by waves on its 

surface. 

▪ Representation of Gravitational stoppers is same like super-position of particles. However, 

quantum mechanics is observable in third dimension and its working shall be assumed in fourth 

dimension of space-time. But Gravitational stoppers are quite unimaginable even for theoretical 

assumptions. 

▪ Two black holes colliding in faraway distance in light years, is said to cause Gravitational 

waves, but they are actually the waves of space-time medium itself. Further the web network 

of Gravitation helps to carry the surface objects, like a float and preserves the existence of life.   

▪ Increasing speed of an object hits a triangle at certain point beyond which for the further 

increase in speed, the object has to deform or bend towards Sp-ti 0. But space-time offers has 

a curved path as an alternative.  

▪ However, for increasing high speed, the object traces a coiling path rather than a curve and 

crashes at some point of Sp-ti 0. Thus, it is impossible for any object to travel at the speed of 

light anyway. The highest possible speed of any object implies its non-existence in space-time. 

 

11. CONCLUSION 

Gravitation is a downstream towards Sp-ti 0 by nature however, the path of Gravitation is common for 

upstream, downstream, in and out of everything. All forces, fields and energies have directional flows 

through the lines of gravitation spread all over the existence. At macroscopic level the Gravitation has 

a cyclic path trapped within dualities that all the objects including human are helpless to undergo the 

life processes and laws governed by nature without knowing the boundary of travelling or ending. This 
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paper could not be concluded as it is the beginning of science within finite limits. For example, there 

cannot be a closed system obeying law of thermodynamics.  

Ideally, a closed system is a loop in which energy can neither be created, nor be destroyed, it can only 

be transformed from one form into the other and thus energy is said to be conserved. But the truth is, if 

the main stream of life itself is a closed loop of source and destination that every created object has to 

destroy and every appearing thing would disappear in space-time then where is the point of 

conservation? Energy exists as along as its source exist.  

There cannot be an infinite energy source in a finite space-time. Life is simply a continuous evolution 

or changes that nothing could be held as constant. Also, the fundamental numbers Zero and infinity 

cannot be accessed by human in reality. 

 

Thus, the new study of Gravitation in singularity, serves the fundamental for the two major branches 

of physics such as general relativity and quantum mechanics, which are believed to be contradicting 

to each other in existing studies.   
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